Abstract-Road traffic is considered one of the most difficult domains to manage and one of the fast-growing networks. This environment is geographically distributed and its actors are in continuous interaction in order to be able to succeed in a realtime exchange of the variable data of the road traffic. The modeling of this complex system requires powerful tools to be able to realize precise representations of reality hence the combination of mathematical modeling tools and intelligent systems. This paper presents a model of road traffic using graphs for the representation of the road infrastructure and the multiagent technology for the management of the data representing the information circulating in the road network. This new approach aims at optimizing traffic paths, minimizing the time of a given journey and developing a dynamic traffic map that will enable the user to reach his destination by following the best possible path.
I. INTRODUCTION
New technologies such as artificial intelligence, collective intelligence, multi-agents technology, expert systems and realtime systems are used to facilitate the management of complex environments and to improve their functioning [1] . The study, modeling, and processing of complex systems by methods of collective intelligence apply to various fields of application such as population flow modeling [2], epidemiology, energy flow, social networks, and adaptive load distribution. Collective Intelligence systems are naturally complex and [3] have the ability to adapt to uncertain and unknown environments, [4] can organize themselves autonomously, and [5] present "emergent" behavior. The complex environment in this contribution is road traffic.
The objectives of most road traffic studies are to improve the fluidity of traffic in the network by preventing and avoiding abnormal traffic events (saturation, congestion [6], etc.), and minimizing the travel time of each user by enabling him to reach his destination under the best possible conditions [7] . The achievement of these objectives depends first and foremost on the infrastructure of the road network, which must be expanded to accommodate new users, who are increasingly numerous and who share the same network. Since the existing road infrastructure is insufficient and its enlargement is not always so obvious, another solution is to improve road traffic management methods by sharing the same network.
Improving road traffic management requires the use of new technologies, in particular, collective intelligence. As already mentioned, road traffic is a very complex, geographically distributed environment and its components are in continuous interaction, for all these reasons, and for others the multi-agent approach is the most suitable for better road traffic management.
An agent-based approach makes it possible to design noncentralized and self-organizing management models that improve the responsiveness of decision-making systems, which increases their autonomy. The term "agent" denotes hardware or software that supports an autonomous decisionmaking context. Agents are not simply objects or actors but also autonomous entities trying to achieve goals by acting on their environment. The agents must have the following properties: autonomy, proactivity, adaptability, sociability and mobility [8] . Multi-agent technology facilitates the management of geographically distributed environments, reduces their complexity and ensures continuous interaction between their different actors [9] .
The combination of the multi-agent approach with the modeling tools gives powerful models that help to effectively solve many problems. One of the most widely used modeling tools is the graphs. This contribution firstly presents the first proposed solution which was the result of a comparative study of existing solutions for the management of road traffic. This solution has limitations which will be detailed in the problematic part; these limitations led us to think of another solution by combining the modeling of the road network using the graphs and the management of the data circulating in this network using multi-agent technology. This modeling will make it possible to optimize traffic flows, to minimize the travel time of a journey, and finally to produce a dynamic traffic map that reflects the real-time state of the road network.
II. RELATED WORKS
The complexity of road traffic makes its management difficult and costly. Effective management depends on the availability of traffic data that are variable all the time. In general, the problems that a road traffic management system must solve can be summarized as follows:
 Identification of the critical areas of the system being studied.
 Rapid dissemination of information about abnormal events in order to keep a fluid state of traffic.
Several solutions have been proposed to meet the needs of road traffic managers. These solutions fall into two categories: tools to support real-time or deferred operations or decisionmaking tools. The tools for operating aid, or rather for regulation, are generally autonomous systems capable of performing an action in a given situation or under predefined conditions [10]. These systems make it possible to monitor the good progress of the operation and to monitor the quality of service offered to passengers. Decision support systems are solutions based on knowledge and collective intelligence; they collect information, analyze it, interpret it, symbolize it and finally present it to decision-makers in order to help them take the best decision for a given situation [11] .
Most of the systems studied are based on multi-agent technology as there are others based essentially on the objectoriented approach. The comparative study considers two factors to present the applications studied. These two factors are:
The Coordination in each system by using three attributes:
 Structure: static or dynamic.
 Attitude: cooperative or competitive, or both.
The Maturity or level of experience, considering the following four levels of experience: a) Architectural proposal: a description of the idea and the principles with their characteristics. b) Simulation: the tool has been validated in a simulation environment with real or simulated data.
c) Real environment: The tool has been validated in a real environment with limited or complete data.
d) Deployment: This is the highest level where the application has been implemented in the real world and has been used.
The comparative study is presented in Table 1 : The solutions studied present some inputs in the management of road traffic but they are limited. These limitations are either in presenting time-delayed functionality, which is not efficient in the management of a variable environment, or in covering only one problem of road traffic. This comparative study has been an inspiration to design a first model of road traffic management based on multi-agent technology and the sharing of the studied area in sub-zones monitored by agents in continuous communication.
First model:
The idea of the model is to apply the two approaches: Distributed Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Multi-Agent approach. The AI approach is an approach for the control of large scale systems using decomposition and distribution. Large systems are decomposed into a series of small, interconnected subsystems, each responsible for controlling its domain and coordinating activities with adjacent subsystems. The AI approach creates a more robust environment in control side by allowing faster responses; sharing critical resources and increasing flexibility in adapting to changes in the system 218 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Each domain is monitored by a reactive agent whose mission is to collect road traffic data using equipment such as detectors or sensors and then transfer this data to a coordinating agent so that it can be sent to its turn to the area agent to be finally communicated to the central agent, as described in Figure 1 . All these communications must be done in real time since the data collected are variable and unpredictable. The implementation of this model has shown that it is difficult to develop and succeed all communications between agents in real-time. In general, the modeling of complex systems, such as road traffic, by reactive agents uses a subsymbolic representation of the world through stimulus/action structures, that is, following a hierarchy of many simple automaton agents who need information on their local environment in order to decide on their actions [22] . This hierarchical architecture that has been adopted for agents is too complex to construct. To understand this difficulty, a communication diagram has been elaborated, in Figure 2 , between agents. The analysis of the communications between the agents shows that there are several messages to be exchanged in real time, these messages contain variable data which must be communicated to the central agent before they change, which is not Always the case given the unpredictability of traffic data.
This analysis and other research have oriented the researches towards another idea in order to better manage road traffic. The new solution proposed is to separate the modeling of the infrastructure and the management of the data using one of the most powerful modeling tools: Graphs. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
III. GRAPHS AND MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
The field of application in this study is road traffic; this system depends on two components:
 Data circulating in the road network.
The proposed solution for road traffic management consists of modeling the road infrastructure using graphs and developing a traffic data tree that will be dynamically fed by agents using the multi-agent approach. The use of graphs is commonly current as a representation tool: the schematic map of streets, a genealogical tree, and the representation of a computer network; are examples of modeling using graphs. Graphs are standard objects of mathematical modeling; they have an expressive power to cover very wild fields of problems and applications [23] .
A graph can be represented by several means, either by the description of the arcs, representing it by a list of summits, each being characterized by its name, a possible label, and the list of arcs that have this summit for origin. The representation can be sagittal that means in a drawing form, it can also be a matrix (adjacency matrix), or by a dictionary which consists of a table enumerating the following and preceding of each summit.
To represent a network or a complex system by a graph, it is first necessary to establish an analogy between the two. A network is a graph whose individuals and relationships have quantitative or qualitative characteristics. As for the complex system, it is a large number of interacting entities forming a set whose behavior is unpredictable for the observer because resulting from non-trivial interactions [24] .
Then the entities of a complex system are associated to the summits of the graph, and the interactions between these entities are associated in turn with the graph arcs. However, graphs are discrete structures whose structure, topology is static, while complex systems are inherently dynamic and evolve over time, hence the separation of the infrastructure modeling, which is in general static, and data that are variable all the time and unpredictable.
Modeling of road infrastructure:
The complex system in the actual study is road traffic; Figure 3 presents a first modeling of the road network using the graphs: Fig. 3 . Modeling the road infrastructure using graphs Each area of the road network is considered as a graph whose summits are intersections or intersections, and the arcs are the roads or paths connecting each two crossroads. A zone is identified by a name, it contains several crossroads. A crossroads is identified by a name and its coordinates. A road connecting two crossroads is identified by a name, an origin and a destination, and the most important by a weight. In general; the weight of an arc is its value, in this case, the weight is the dynamic part of the data circulated in the network.
In this proposition the value of a road depends on several parameters, these parameters are either static or variable. Variable parameters are only the dynamic traffic data that is collected by the agents monitoring the road in question. Each crossroads has an agent who collects data concerning the roads connected to the crossroads in question, these data are issued by the mobile agents associated with the vehicles crossing the intersection. Then the agents of the crossroads are required to regularly transfer the collected information to the system agent whose mission is the updating of the dynamic traffic map which offers users the current state of the road network, as schematized in figure 4 .
S1
Crossroads Summits Roads (paths)  Arcs Fig. 4 . Modeling of road traffic using graphs and the multi-agent approach Each vehicle agent passing through a road is invited to send its current information to the agents of the nearby intersections. The latter transmits the received information to the system agent which analyzes the received messages in order to feed the traffic data tree to be able to update the dynamic traffic map to keep a real view of the road network. The interactions between the agents described above are schematized in the diagram presented in Figure 5 . For a user to reach his destination by browsing the best possible path he must connect to the system and indicate his destination, the system analyzes the information sent by the user and searches for all possible paths to the indicated destination. Thereafter, the system agent uses the optimization algorithms to choose the best possible path that is sent to the user afterward. All these exchanges are detailed in Figure 6 . Vol. 8, No. 3, 2017 221 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org The tree of the data circulating in the road network:
As mentioned in the previous section, each road in the studied area is monitored by an agent. The mission of this agent is summarized in the collection of the variable data of the path in question and the transfer of this information to the system agent whose mission is to update the data tree described in Figure 7 . The variable data (speed, actual distance ...) make it possible to evaluate each road in order to offer the user the best possible path to his destination.
The best possible path depends on several factors: it may be the shortest road (short distance), it can be the most secure road, or it can be a path that is distinguished by several characteristics. In the description of the data tree, a few parameters are presented which characterize each road; these parameters make it possible to improve the calculation of the value of each path as may be added to other information that may offer the user a better view of the best route to his destination. The parameters to be included in the assessment of the route must be well analyzed in order to give us an accurate classification of the paths to be covered. Vol. 8, No. 3, 2017 222 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The solution presented in this article has several objectives: one of them is the minimization of the journey time of a path. The travel time is an equation with two variables: the speed of flow and the actual distance, in other words, it is the relation between the distance actually traveled and the average speed with which this distance has been browsed. In this solution, the travel time is a function with several parameters that change in real time, and these parameters can be changed according to the preferences of the user.
The system agent in the proposed solution is an agent that has several missions:
 Update information in the road traffic data tree.
 Find the most optimal path to a specified destination using the optimization algorithms that will allow choosing the best route according to the state of the network and according to the user preferences.
Thus, by connecting to the proposed system, the user can have a real-time view of the state of the road network thanks to the dynamic traffic map offered by the system; in addition, he can indicate his preferences to be able to personalize the calculation of his travel time for the best possible path to his destination.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new modeling of road traffic based on graphs and multi-agent technology. This modeling consists in separating the representation of the road infrastructure using the specifications of the graphs and the representation of the data circulating in the road network using a data tree that will be managed in real time by agents based on the technology Multi-agents.
The new approach in this paper aims to optimize traffic routes, minimize travel time for a given destination, and develop a dynamic traffic map that will provide a real-time view of the current state of the road network to users; enabling them to reach their destinations by traveling the best path possible.
